Nano-Days at Harvard

Science as Art
Poster Contest

Have great, interesting, or just downright unusual pictures of your research? We’d like to see them!

WIN $$$ *

The Harvard SEAS education outreach in conjunction with CNS and NSEC would like to invite undergrad students, grad students, and post-doc users of CNS or NSEC facilities to submit an image to be judged with winners announced during NanoDays the week of April 1-5, 2008.

What to submit:

Deadline: March 26, 2008

Cool graphic

Snappy Title
(ie…”Have diatom…will travel”)

- Short Description of graphic:
- Techniques/Tools used:
- Author/Research Group:
- Institution/Company:
- Website or contact info:
- The fine print:
  - Coloration techniques/modifications (e.g. enhancement in photoshop)
  - Funding source (preferably grant number & funding agency)

* The fine print:
  1st place = $100
  2nd place = $50
  3rd place = $25
  Become famous = priceless

Graphics can be from:
Any microscope within CNS or NSEC facilities
TEM, SEM, Confocal, LM, Stereo, AFM, Ebeam, Raman, FIB

Submit to or email for more info: Ellen Hodges or Kathryn Hollar at:
scicentix@seas.harvard.edu
We will even print it for you!

For more information:
www.nsec.harvard.edu/pages/nanodays.htm